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Connectivity Based Parcellation (CBP)  based on Meta-analytic connectivity 
modeling (MACM) of right dorsal premotor (right PMd)1:  










Topographical organization shows correspondence with CBP based on 
structural connectivity measured by probabilistic diffusion tractography (PDT) 
 
 
è Aim of the present study: 
Examine whether similar functional subregions/modules may be identified in 
the left PMd by - crossing MACM-based CBP and DPT-based CBP 
    - functionally characterize the derived subregions   
1) MACM-based CBP1,2  
• MACM1 using BrainMap 
• CBP: k-means clustering (k range: 2 -> 8) 
• Criteria to select stable cluster solutions: 




2) PDT-based CBP2: 
• Diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) data of 20 healthy subjects 
• Probabilistic Diffusion Tractography 
• Spectral clustering 
• K solution suggested by functional data (MACM-based CBP) 
 
3) Parcellation combination2:  
 k solution MACM-based       k solution PDT-based  
 
4) Functional characterization of the derived subregions1,2 
 A. Functional connectivity: MACM       
 B. Functional Behavioral decoding: forward and reverse inferences 
 across Brainmap metacategories  
Functional characterization: 
 
Ø Rostral: high-level cognition 
Ø Caudal: motor system. 




1) MACM-based CBP:      5k as a stable cluster solution 
4) Functional characterization of the combined subregions 
A. Specific task functional connectivity 
B. Functional behavioral decoding:  
2) 5k PDT-based CBP  
No significant association 
Parcellation of left PMd combining MACM and PDT -based CBP:  
topographical organization along both a rostro-caudal and a ventro-dorsal axes  
-> partly mirrors the topographical organization found in the right PMd.  
 
Functional profile of the left PMd subregions mirror those found in the right PMd 
Rostral: high-level cognition   Caudal: motor system    : hand-movement    
: spatio-visuo-motor integrator   premotor eye field  
Inter/intra cluster distance Misclassified voxels Change in inter/intra distance Voxels/cluster: mean(blue), min(red) 
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3) Combined subregions 
VI between filter size 
No significant association 
Behavioral domains  Paradigm classes  
However, functional hemispheric differences: 
left ventral PMd contains a posterior functional module related to both basic eye 
movements and speech and an anterior one engaged in long-term memory. 
 
 => combining MACM-based and PDT-based CBP provided a new insight 
of the organization of the left PMd into six subregions. 
